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Educators' vision 
Ideal classes with engaged, 
active students

Below the surface lies a complicated 
situation:
• individuals’ motivations
• expectations
• cognitive and affective aspects
• school culture, etc.
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Reward participation 
with points for 
attendance?

This can be superficial.

For example, being present in a 

classroom is no guarantee that a 

student is engaged in learning.
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1. Reward participation in activities
that align with learning goals

Talbert, R. (2023, December 3) Prioritizing participation: Three ways to elicit great 

participation without grading it [individual participation]” 

https://gradingforgrowth.com/p/prioritizing-participation 

Talbert (2023) advises us to 
set “...up a class environment 
where active participation is a 
more attractive choice than 

the alternatives.” 

2) “....take the things you do
grade and make them 

participatory.....e.g., group 
quizzes, etc.”.

Strategy 1
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https://gradingforgrowth.com/p/prioritizing-participation


Assignment (set up for groups)
One student submits a document, or text, for all group members. 

Or, if  a teacher does not require anything to be submitted, e.g., for a group presentation, a grade can 

still be given to all members of  a group.

 Resubmissions are possible before the 
deadline

 A grade will be issued to all members of
a group

Teacher’s viewStudent's view

Tool #1
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Steps
1. Groups first need to be

created in Moodle
 Group members can be 

randomly created

 Or, the Group Choice activity 
can be used to let students self-
select their group members

 Or, the TeamBuilder activity 
uses a survey to identify traits 
of  group members

2. Create an assignment and
in settings allow for group
submissions

3. Assessment

 One student uploads a document for the 
group

 Grades given will be issued to all group 
members

Types of  feedback

 Submission comments (chat with all)

 Feedback comments (grader only)

 Feedback file (return Word file with 
comments)
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2. Reward participation with feedback

Centre for Teaching Excellence. (n.d.). 

Promoting effective classroom 

participation. University of  Waterloo. 

https://uwaterloo.ca/centre-for-

teaching-excellence/catalogs/tip-

sheets/promoting-effective-classroom-

participation.

Give Ss opportunities to create and use feedback

“Participation as envisioned is likely to happen when there 
is not an extrinsic motivator driving it.... in an 
environment where active learning takes root organically”.

Self-rating of  class participation, e.g., What might you do 
differently next time?

Strategy 2
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Quizzes

Typical activity with a quiz: “peer discussion”
• before/after/during? 
• Wide variety of  question types

• Use MS Copilot to create questions to import (Aiken format)

• Results collected in gradebook

• Automated feedback in quizzes

• Group quizzes are not available now, a plugin is needed in UMMoodle.
Exploring and testing it with ICTO

TOOL #2



Quick polls/quizzes
1. Create a poll/quiz with Microsoft Forms

 Updated* mobile friendly layout

 Tip: change poll settings so anyone can access / 
default is only registered users (O365/ProPlus)

2. Insert a form / quiz into PowerPoint

 Req. newer version O2021/O365

 Logged in to O365

 How to Video

 Results only saved in Excel

*Source: Improved Experience for Real-Time Form & Quiz Responses
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-forms-blog/improved-
experience-for-real-time-form-amp-quiz-responses/ba-p/3933203

TOOL #3

https://support.office.com/en-us/f1/topic/create-a-quiz-with-microsoft-forms-a082a018-24a1-48c1-b176-4b3616cdc83d?NS=MICROSOFTFORMS&Version=16&ThemeId=6&IsSasFeedbackEnabled=False
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/insert-a-form-or-quiz-into-powerpoint-1a316f81-9ea7-4bc2-bda0-024c0d780df1#:%7E:text=Open%20your%20PowerPoint%20presentation%20and,feature%20off%20for%20your%20organization.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qY5NFpVgLoA
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-forms-blog/improved-experience-for-real-time-form-amp-quiz-responses/ba-p/3933203
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-forms-blog/improved-experience-for-real-time-form-amp-quiz-responses/ba-p/3933203


Forums 
Assessment options include:
 Rate whole forum (all posts by an 

individual)
 Rate individual posts using a scale

oaverage, highest score, count
o peer ratings
o Like button

Students value?
o Opportunities to ask real 

questions
o Clarification/feedback from 

an expert?
o Actionable feedback?

• Ss need convincing that peer 
feedback is useful/can be used

Tool #4
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Video discussion boards
Flip (a Microsoft service)
 easy-to-use, mobile friendly
 create video-based discussions
 AI tools

  

Text-based forums
o Can require time
o Ss need clear

expectations
o May not seem

personal and
engaging

o Might not allow
for choice

Flip
a better type of  
forum?
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Conclusions
1. Moodle

 Used to set up large participatory activities 

 Tracks students’ engagement

2. Microsoft PowerPoint and Flip

 Might be easier to use and more attractive to 
students

3. Classroom practices

 Students need to see the value of activities

 and believe they can learn from peers. 

 Evidence shows they can, but they must be 
persuaded first.
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